
Or…		
how	to	be	wildly	successful	using		
the	coaching	tools	and	support	

to	master	the	mundane!	



Creating a Powerful Partnership 
Would	you	like	to	be	happier?	Healthier?	Wealthier?	Wiser?		

	
You	probably	already	know	how	–	eat	be8er,	exercise	more,	prac=ce	gra=tude	
and	keep	a	posi=ve	a@tude,	live	beneath	your	means,	and	keep	learning!	But	
knowing	is	one	thing,	pu#ng	all	that	knowledge	into	prac3ce	is	another.	

	
Today,	we’re	going	to	specifically	focus	on	how	to	combine	several	of	our	

coaching	tools	to	create	a	powerful	partnership…		
to	become	small,	sweet	step	partners.		

	
As	Jeff	Olsen	observes	in	The	Slight	Edge,	we	need	to	learn	to	“master	the	
mundane”	in	order	to	reach	our	goals,	and	live	the	life	of	our	dreams.		

	
Combining small sweet steps with the coaching arena,  

and allowing ourselves to be supported with clarity, focus, ease and grace  
creates a powerful recipe for success! 



Using Our Tools 
We’re	going	to	be	using	several	of	our	coaching	tools	to	create	this	
powerful	rela=onship…	
	
First,	let’s	review	our	defini=on	of	Success:	
	

Success is doing what you said you would do, 
consistently, with clarity, focus, ease and grace. 

	
Clarity….	is	being	clear	about	who	we	are,	what’s	important	to	us	and	
what	we	want	to	do	about	it.	
Focus…	is	learning	to	focus	the	six	forms	of	energy	to	accomplish	our	
goals.	
Ease…	is	how	we	cross	the	border,	by	taking	small	sweet	steps,	ge@ng	
support	and	celebra=ng	each	step.	
Grace…	is	our	capacity	to	become	exquisitely	grateful	for	our	journey.	



ü  Things	take	energy	(money,	
time,	physical	vitality,	creativity,	
enjoyment,	relationship)		

ü  Things	are	always	changing		
ü  Things	are	unpredictable	

Physical	Reality		

The Playing Field 

Visionary	Reality		
ü  Energy	is	high	
ü  Easy	to	get	excited	&	inspired	
ü  Easy	to	mistake	inspiration	for	action		

When	monkey	mind	greets	us	at	
the	border,	we	use	“handle	holds”	to	
move	into	physical	reality	with	
clarity,	focus	ease	and	grace.	A	few	
handle	holds	are:		
•  Being	willing	
•  The	coaching	arena	
•  Your	standards	of	integrity	
•  Your	life’s	intentions	
•  Taking	authentic	action		

Ideas,	Dreams,	
&	Visions	



The Coaching Model 

The	Coaching	Model	helps	to	get	us	
beyond	the	mental	cha8er	that	is	
giving	us	reasons	to	stop	moving	
toward	our	dreams	and	having		

what	we	want	in	life.		
	

When	we	tell	the	truth	about	what	
is	happening	or	not	happening	in	

physical	reality,	our	ac=ons	become	
authen=c	and	move	us	forward	in	
accomplishing	our	goals	with	
Clarity,	focus,	ease	and	grace.	



  Keeping Our Promises 
The	result	of	looking,	seeing	and	telling	the	truth	is	an	authen=c	ac=on.	An	authen=c	

ac=on	is	the	fulfillment	of	a	promise.	A	promise	is	your	word,	your	pledge	that	
something	will	happen	in	physical	reality.		

When	we	don’t	do	what	we	said	we	would	do,	we’re	leV	with	the	tension	of	
incomple=on…	a	stretched	rubber	band	that	is	not	released.	Unfulfilled	promises	are	
energy	drains	because	we	expend	more	energy	keeping	a	gap	open	than	we	do	when	
we	resolve	it.	You	become	physically,	emo=onally,	and	spiritually	=red.	Each	unfulfilled	

promise	draws	energy	to	it	and	makes	it	more	difficult	to	move	ahead.		
It	does	not	ma8er	with	whom	you	made	your	promise…		
not	keeping	your	word	is	what	creates	the	energy	drain.	

When	you	set	up	a	promise	you	create	an	energy	imbalance.	That	creates	a	tension,		
the	expecta=on	of	something	yet	to	be	done.	It’s	like	a	rubber	band	being	stretched…		
a	tension	is	created.	When	you	put	your	word	out	before	you,	you	create	a	gap	that	can	
only	be	closed	when	you	do	what	you	said	you	would	do.	When	we	keep	a	promise,		

the	tension	is	relieved	and	energy	is	created.		



A Structure of Knowing  
is	a	firmly	held	conclusion		

that	we	have	a	ton	of	evidence	for.	

As	you	begin	to	take	authen=c	ac=ons	
you	may	find	that	your	thoughts,	

feelings,	opinions,	beliefs,	a@tudes,	
memories,	body	sensa=ons,	and	points	
of	view	are	in	the	way	of	you	moving	

ahead.		

Our	structures	of	knowing	can	be	so	
deeply	entrenched	that	it	seems	
impossible	to	think	about	things	in	

any	other	way.	Structures	of	knowing	
are	not	always	limi=ng.		

However,	we	need	to	be	willing	to	
examine	them	in	order	to	see	if		

they	s=ll	serve	us…are	they	helping	
us	to	keep	our	promises?	



Support: The Green Lens 

When	we	talk	about	powerful	support,	we’re	talking	about	seeing	one	another	
through	the	“green	lens.”	This	is	a	set	of	conclusions	that	we	choose	to	populate	
our	Box	1,	that	helps	us	to	gather	evidence	that	people	are	heroes.	

	

The Green Lens – People are Heroes 
	

The	person	I	am	with…		
ü  Is	a	hero	on	a	hero’s	journey.	They	are	whole	and	complete.	
ü  Has	their	own	answers.	
ü  Has	goals	and	dreams	and	wants	to	make	a	difference.	
ü  Is	a	contribu=on	to	me	in	some	way.	
ü  Deserves	that	I	interact	with	them	with	Dignity	and	Respect.		

	(They	way	I	want	to	be	treated)	



1. Who am I willing to be in order to produce an extraordinary result 
out of this interaction? There are some qualities I am willing to demonstrate 
in this interaction so we can both make sure we have an extraordinary result out 
of our session together.  I am willing to be: (pick 5 each time) 
 
2. Am I willing to systematically dismantle my structure of knowing? 
During the session am I willing to set aside the opinions, beliefs, and thoughts 
that may be getting in the way of seeing something clearly and instead look, see, 
and tell the truth? -- Together we answer YES 
  
3. Am I willing to be a demand for coaching? Am I willing to be open 
minded and fully engaged in order to receive maximum benefit from this time 
together? -- Together we answer YES 
  
4. Am I willing to guarantee that whoever coaches me will be 
successful? The result of Coaching in this model is always action. Am I willing 
to see the most authentic action to take? If I am the person being Coached, am I 
willing to promise to take it? -- Together we answer YES 

The Coaching Arena 



Pulling It All Together 
Here’s	how	it	works…	
	

You	agree	with	your	small,	sweet	step	buddy	to	set	the	coaching	arena	
and	promise	one	small	authen=c	ac=on,	every	morning,	at	a	
predetermined	=me.	No=ce	it’s	a	“small”	ac=on,	not	your	en=re	to-do	
list.	Keeping	your	promise	to	your	partner	is	a	demonstra=on	of	the	
holographic	universe.	
	
Once	you	keep	that	one	small,	sweet	promise	you’re	already	successful.	
And	you’ve	laid	the	founda=on	of	going	through	the	rest	of	your	day	
with	clarity,	focus,	ease	and	grace,	building	on	the	energy	you	release	by	
keeping	that	promise.	
	
Allow	us	to	demonstrate…	
	



We	know	that	how	we	do	one	thing	is	how	we	do	everything.		
	

That’s	a	basic	tenant	of	The	Energy	of	Money.	So	how	we	focus	one	form	of	energy	is	
how	we’re	going	to	focus	all	of	them.	Do	we	try	to	leap	across	the	border	with	a	single	
bound,	ac=va=ng	monkey	mind	and	pre8y	much	guaranteeing	that	this	will	be	hard?		

Or	do	we	take	small	sweet	steps,	keeping	monkey	quiet,		
and	helping	us	to	cross	the	border	with	ease?	

		
The	Slight	Edge	by	Jeff	Olson	is	probably	one	of	the	best	descrip=ons	of	how	to	master	
the	playing	field,	and	how	to	cross	the	border,	that	I’ve	ever	read.	What	we	call	small	

sweet	steps,	he	calls	mastering	the	mundane.	Different	words,	same	idea.		
Jeff	observes	that	the	small	steps	we	take	every	day,	those	mundane	ac=vi=es		

that	seem	so	insignificant,	are	easy	to	do.		
	

Unfortunately,	they’re	so	easy	to	do	that	they’re	just	as	easy	NOT	to	do.		

Why	is	this	so	powerful?	



Charles	Reade	observed,	“Sow	an	act,	reap	a	habit.	Sow	a	habit,	reap	a	character.	Sow	a	
character,	reap	a	des=ny.”	To	translate,	an	“act”	is	a	small	sweet	step,	or	a	mundane	
ac=on,	that	we	do	over	and	over	again,	un=l	it	becomes	a	habit,	un=l	it	becomes	
automa=c.	Jeff	writes,	“There	are	two	kinds	of	habits:	those	that	serve	you,	and	those	
that	don’t.	Brushing	your	teeth	is	a	habit	that	serves	you;	bi=ng	your	nails	is	one	that	
doesn’t.	Thinking	things	through	for	yourself	serves	you;	blindly	accep=ng	everything	you	
read	online	or	hear	through	the	gossip	grapevine	doesn’t.	Looking	for	the	best	in	people	
serves	you;	anFcipaFng	their	worst	doesn’t.	The	first	type	of	habit	wields	the	force	of	
the	slight	edge	on	your	behalf	and	moves	you	along	the	success	curve;	the	second	turns	
the	slight	edge	subtly	but	remorselessly	against	you	and	pulls	you	down	the	failure	
curve.”	
		
He	con=nues,	“Here	is	how	J.	Paul	Ge8y,	one	of	the	world’s	first	billionaires	and	during	
his	life=me	considered	the	richest	man	in	the	world,	described	the	power	of	habit:	‘The	
individual	who	wants	to	reach	the	top	in	business	must	appreciate	the	might	of	the	force	
of	habit	–	and	must	understand	that	prac=ces	are	what	create	habits.	He	must	be	quick	
to	break	those	habits	that	can	break	him	–	and	hasten	to	adopt	those	prac=ces	that	will	
become	the	habits	that	can	help	him	achieve	the	success	he	desires.’”	

Habits	That	Serve	Us	



	
	
	
	
	

“Success	is	doing	what	you	said	you	would	do,	
consistently,	with	clarity,	focus,	ease	and	grace.”		

	
Success	is	mastering	habits	that	move	us	along	the	
success	curve,	allowing	ourselves	to	be	supported		

every	step	of	the	way.	

Which	brings	us	back	
to…	


